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TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE 16 APRIL 2008

ROAD EQUIVALENT TARIFF FOR FERRY SERVICES
Report by Director of Technical Services

PURPOSE OF REPORT To  advise  the  Comhairle  on  the  changes  to  the  cost  of  ferry 
services under the Government’s RET scheme. 

COMPETENCE

1.1 There  are  no  legal  financial  or  other  constraints  to  the  recommendations  being 
implemented.  

SUMMARY

2.1 The Comhairle has been lobbying the Government for fairer ferry fares for over ten years. 
The Government Minister  for Transport,  Infrastructure and Climate Change visited the 
Western Isles on 26 February 2008 and announced the introduction of Road Equivalent 
Tariff,  (RET) to  ferry  services  to these islands  as part  of  the delivery of  a  manifesto 
commitment

2.2 All of the services from the mainland to the Western Isles have been included within the 
pilot  project which will  be introduced on 19 October 2008 and be continued to March 
2011.   The Minister  provided the initial  information on the proposed RET charges as 
follows:

Passenger £1.00 fixed cost 10p per mile
Car £5.00 fixed cost 60p per mile
Commercial £20.00 fixed cost 18p per mile per metre

2.3 The consultants  appointed  by  the  Scottish  Government  presented  their  findings  at  a 
meeting in Inverness on 27 February 2008 outlining the details of the scheme and the 
basis used to set the RET costs.   The appendix to this report  shows the comparison 
between current Calmac fares on all of the Western Isles ferry routes and the proposed 
RET costs.

2.4 It is important to note that with the implementation of RET it is proposed that all  bulk 
discounts, such as 5 day returns and six crossing books will be discontinued.  Following 
representations  the  Government  the  10%  incentive  provided  to  hauliers  to  use  the 
Muirneag  freight  vessel  is  to  remain.   However  there  is  significant  concern  being 
expressed by hauliers that the loss of traders rebate which gave regular users a discount 
of up to 15%.  This saving would for example reduce the costs of a 17m artic between 
Castlebay and Oban by £72.16 to £408.94,  compared with the RET rate of  £293.87. 
Further discussions with the Scottish Government are required on the issues outlined 
within the report

RECOMMENDATION

3.1It is recommended that the Comhairle:

a) welcome the introduction of RET to all  of the Western Isles mainland ferry 
routes.

b) seek clarification from the Transport Minister on the following items:
(i) the exclusion of the Inter island services which will distort transport 

costs and will act as a penalty against inter island ferry usage;
(ii) the abolition of the traders rebate; and
(iii) higher RET costs to move some products such as hay and cattle.

Contact Officer: Murdo Gray, 01851 709403
Background Papers: None



DETAILS

4.1 The Comhairle has been lobbying the Government for fairer ferry fares for over ten years. 
In  recent  years  the  ferry  Fares  working  group  has  been  pushing  the  government  to 
reduce fares to these islands to stimulate growth and to arrest population decline.   A 
number of studies were commissioned to ensure the relevant information was available 
and prior to the last Scottish Parliamentary election work was undertaken to gauge the 
effects of a Ferry discount scheme, giving 40% reduction for island users.  The significant 
economic benefits from such a scheme with annual costs under £2m were clearly shown.

4.2 The Government Minister for Transport, Infrastructure and Climate Change Mr Stewart 
Stevenson  MSP visited  the  Western  Isles  on  26  February  2008  and  announced  the 
introduction of  Road Equivalent  Tariff,  (RET)  to  all  five mainland ferry routes serving 
these islands as part of the delivery of a manifesto.  The principles of the RET scheme 
were  outlined  by the Minister  during  his  visit.   The commencement  date  was  set  as 
19 October 2008, and the pilot study was to be continued for a thirty month period.

4.3 Details of the scheme together with the reasoning behind the costs, route coverage etc 
were presented to the “stakeholder” group by the Government’s consultants in Inverness 
on 27 February 2008.   Electronic copies of the presentation are available should any 
Member wish.  The total cost of the pilot scheme was demonstrated as well as the RET 
costs for each route and the cost of implementing RET on all ferry routes.  These figures 
clearly  demonstrated that  the  Western Isles  route were  amongst  the most  expensive 
travel costs in the Calmac network. 

INTER-ISLAND FERRY SERVICES

5.1 The RET scheme proposed by the Scottish Government does not include the inter island 
ferry services across the Sounds or Harris and Barra.  The Government advised that this 
proposal is out with the manifesto commitment which related only to mainland services.

5.2 The exclusion of these two ferry services will  present a number of problems for users 
especially commercial vehicles, as a result of the RET fares on the mainland services. 
The costs of moving commercial vehicles across the sound of Harris will exceed the costs 
of using both legs Lochmaddy/Uig/Tarbert, for example a full sized artic, 17m long, will 
cost £237.32 and the same vehicle using both Uig legs, travelling Tarbert to Uig then also 
Uig to Lochmaddy will  only cost £218.70 (2 x £109.35) which is £18.62 cheaper for a 
journey at least 4 times the distance.  These ferries could be filled with commercial traffic 
seeking to reduce their costs.

5.3 The major concern with this cost differential is the distorting effect that this fare difference 
will have, effectively penalising inter island trade.  A supplier in Skye on the mainland will 
be able to have a commercial load delivered to Uist for less than half the cost of a similar 
load being “imported” from Harris.   The Comhairle has been striving through the inter 
Island Business Development Scheme to encourage such business and has achieved 
some significant  successes,  such as the newly created seaweed industry in Uist,  but 
these proposals will encourage the use of mainland services as the cheaper supply route.

5.4 The Scottish Government officials advised that budgets are fully committed in the first two 
years of this scheme.  It is estimated that the annual costs of introducing RET to both the 
Sound of Harris and the Sound of Barra ferry services, based on 2007 carryings would be 

Route Passenger Car Commercials Total
Sound of Harris £ 95,265 £ 210,240 £ 189,316 £ 494,821
Sound of Barra £ 96,015 £ 93,408 £ 93,145 £ 282,568
Total Annual Cost £ 777,389



COST INCREASES ON RET FARES

5.5 The RET fares shown have reduced travel costs on all routes and for all fares except the 
six journey car costs from Oban to Castlebay/Lochboisdale, where the fare to be charged 
is  maintained  at  the  current  costs  i.e.  £48.33  per  single  crossing.   The  abolition  of 
discounts previously available will result in increases in costs for some produce.

5.6 Hauliers regularly using one ferry route can enjoy a bulk discount up to 15% for that route. 
This discount is available to all ferry users, not just island based operators, and is only 
available to those who comply with a number of conditions including paying all Calmac 
invoices on time.  This saving is seen by the hauliers as offering an incentive to those 
relatively small local operators using Island bases, with local employees, and supporting 
other island businesses when competing against the big national operations with their 
obvious economies of scale.  In the case of the Oban routes almost half  of the £100 
reduction in fare for a 10m commercial is lost due to the abolition of the traders rebate.

5.7 The cost of bulky goods has always been problematical as commercials are charged by 
length, and to assist the small scale of agricultural activities in these islands hay transport 
was permitted a free return for the empty lorry.  This discount is to be abolished so the 
cost will increase, and when combined with the loss of traders rebate a 17m artic return 
with hay would rise from £410.00 to £587.74 on Oban/Castelbay, with a proportionate 
increases on the other routes.

5.8 Scottish Government officials have confirmed that the new RET commercial vehicle rates 
will continue to include the costs of the driver, although on longer routes and the freight 
vessel regular users seldom send drivers with their commercial vehicles.  Confirmation 
has also been given that the incentive offered to users of the Stornoway/Ullapool freight 
vessel, MV Muirneag, will remain thereby ensuring that minimal commercial use is made 
of the Isle of Lewis.

5.9 It is recommended that discussions with the Minister and Scottish Government officers 
are continued to seek to ensure these anomalies are resolved.



Route Distance 
at Sea

Passenger Fares Car Commercial
Current Fares Proposed 

RET fare
Current fares Proposed 

RET fare
Current Fare
Single fare excludes vat

Proposed 
RET fare

Equivalent single fare

Oban to 
Castlebay/Lochboisdale

89.5 miles
Single (summer)

5-day return

6 journey book

£21.95

£18.75

£15.50
£  10.95

£81.00

£68.50

£48.33
£48.33

10m long

12m long

17m long

£283.00

£339.60

£481.10

£181.10

£213.32

£293.87

Uig to 
Tarbert/Lochmaddy

29.2 miles
Single (summer)

5-day return

6 journey book

£10.00

£8.55

£7.17
£  4.92

£48.00

£41.00

£29.50
£22.52

10m long

12m long

17m long

£158.40

£190.08

£269.28

£72.56

£83.07

£109.35

Stornoway to Ullapool 52.2 miles
Single (summer)

5-day return

6 journey book

£15.30

£13.25

£11.00
£7.22

£75.00

£63.50

£45.17
£36.32

10m long

12m long

17m long

£224.20

£269.04

£381.14

£113.96

£132.75

£179.73

Sound of Harris Single (summer)

5-day return

6 journey book

£ 5.75

£ 4.88

£ 4.03
N/A

£26.00

£22.25

£15.83
N/A

10m long

12m long

17m long

£139.60

£167.52

£237.32

N/A

Sound of Barra Single (summer)

5-day return

6 journey book

£ 6.15

£ 5.22

£ 4.33
N/A

£ 18.05

£ 15.50

£ 11.17
N/A

10m long

12m long

17m long

£97.40

£116.88

£165.58

N/A


